
The training 
Oxfam's Global Program Framework on Transformative Leadership for Women's Rights provides program, 
humanitarian, policy and campaigns staff with the tools and guidance to make Transformative Leadership for 
Women's Rights a reality. In this four-hour session, Rukia Cornelius will provide an introduction to the framework and 
will delve into: 

• All about ‘the Self’ – What does leadership
mean to us, what makes a good leader?

• The Land – How do we relate to land? What are
the legal frameworks that govern women’s
rights, access, control and ownership of land?

• The Theory – How does change happen?
• The Practice – How to apply the framework to

local context?

What is Transformative Leadership for Women's Rights?
The Transformative Leadership for Women's Rights approach encourages women and men to practice their individual 
and collective leadership to transform structures and power relations into an enabling environment for equality and 
the realization of human rights for all. Evidence shows that the complex threats to women’s rights today require 
leadership that positions not just individuals but rather their organizations and movements to lead the way in shifting 
oppressive power dynamics that keep harmful systems in place. This framework helps us to put women's rights at the 
heart of all we do and meet our aim of inclusive, equal and sustainable development. 

Practical information and how to apply
We are looking for candidates from a practitioner, facilitator or leadership background. As the maximum number of 
participants is limited, we are asking people to apply by sending a short motivation letter to 
lisanne.hekman@oxfamnovib.nl before June 15th, 2019. 

Pre-conference side-events are free of charge, yet places are limited. Priority will be given to those who have registered for the 
LANDac Annual International Conference 2019. Have a look at our website for more pre-conference side-events!

www.landgovernance.org

Rukia Cornelius
Rukia Cornelius has worked in development for over 17 years 
and is currently Oxfam South Africa’s Lead on Womxn’s 
Economic Justice.  Some of her main areas of organising 
through feminist movement strengthening are Women’s 
Participation and Transformative Leadership. Before joining 
Oxfam she worked with Sonke Gender Justice as National 
Manager: Community, Education & Mobilisation.

Save the date & join us: a special LANDac Annual International 
Conference 2019 Side-Event 

Keepers of the Land:
A Training of Trainers by Rukia 

Cornelius
 Transformative Leadership for 
African Women's Land Rights

By the Oxfam Novib and Oxfam South Africa

Date: Wednesday 3 July 2019
Time: 13:00 - 17:00

Location: Room 111, Janskerkhof 2-3, Utrecht University

https://www.landgovernance.org/assets/Pre-conference-side-events-announcements_1.pdf
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